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Today’s Outline  

• Introduction 
 

• Context: Changing Times 90s and 00s 
 

• New Models and Partnerships 
• Institutional Repositories 
• Open Access Journals, working papers 
• Open Education  

 

• Trends and Implications 
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Changing Times of ‘90s and ‘00s 

●Invention of Web, 1993 
 

●Journal Crisis in Libraries, ‘90s 
 

●Trend toward digital 
 

●Growing ubiquity of Internet 
 

●Open Access movement, early ‘00s 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Federal Mandates 
●Federal agency mandates for  
 
●Open Access – began in 2008 
Any federal agency with $100 million or more in 
annual R&D expenditure (NIH, NSF, NEH …) 
 
●Open Education – began in 2012  
Department of Labor with TAACCCT grants 
Department of Education #GoOpen 

 





Scholarly Communication:  
New Models 

●Institutional Repositories 
●Unified open access to and preservation of the 
digital collections of works of members of the 
institution’s community 

●Open Access Journals, working 
papers 
●Journals available at no cost to end user 
●Various models and implications 

●Open Education 
●Resources, tools and practices that employ a 
framework of open sharing to improve 
educational access and effectiveness worldwide. 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New Scholarly Communication Models:We need new models for managing our scholarly research output and for disseminating that information to our users. Some of the issues we need to address when creating new models include what we collect, how we address the needs of teachers and scholars, and how we preserve and make accessible this body of material. This evolution of scholarly communication, using new technologies, digital information, and networked environments that are prevalent on college campuses today, has created a truly new environment for scholarly research which requires broad campus conversation.What are some of these new models?Institutional digital repositories provide unified open access to and preservation of the electronic collections of works of members of the institution’s community.Open access journals are journals that are available at no cost to the end user, may or not be refereed, and typically are available in electronic format.Institutionally defined services and contentContent is scholarly, it’s Cumulative and perpetual; IR provides Centralized management, content is Open and interoperableMany of the issues that we have to address when creating these new models: what we collect, how we address the needs of researchers, and how we preserve and make accessible this body of material (noting the parallels with more traditional roles of libraries in the academy). This evolution of scholarly communication has created a truly new environment for scholarly research, providing new opportunities for faculty and librarians alike but also requiring broad campus conversations.



ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst 

Established in 2006 
First collections: 
• ETDs 
• Faculty researcher 

pages 
• Rasenna – journal in 

Etruscan Studies 
• Research Centers 
• Community Engagement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Created in 2006



 



 



 



 



Textbook Trends ‘90s on 

The high cost of commercial print textbooks is a major concern for 
parents, students, and even the federal government. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The cost of textbooks has gone up and everyone is worried about it. Last year the Dept. of Ed put out announcements regarding the need to shift to digital resources to 1) help alleviate the cost of textbooks and 2) prepare our students to be technology literate. And I can use these 2 images two demonstrate these points because of fair use.



By Jtneill - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=25155477 



What are Open Education 
Resources? 

• O is for Open – openly accessible 
 

• E is Educational – learning 
 

• R is or Resources – content 
 
Think Five Rs 
⇢ Reuse - use freely for own purpose  
⇢ Redistribute - share with others  
⇢ Revise - adapt, modify, change  
⇢ Remix - combine / transform 
⇢ Retain - Users have the right to make, archive, and  "own" copies 
   of the content 



http://www.library.umass.edu/services/teaching-and-learning/oer/ 

Open Educational Resources  
Website at UMass Amherst  



Faculty Roles and Open Access 
●Faculty Roles 

●Authors 
●Peer-reviewers 
●Editors 

 

●Open access options 
●Creative Commons licenses 
●Negotiate Author Agreements 
●SPARC addendum 
●Open Education choices 

 
 How are faculty going to address these new roles 
  and responsibilities? 

 
 



Creative Commons Licenses 

Two basic questions from faculty 
• How do I protect my copyright on the works I create? 
• How do I make sure I’m not infringing on the 

copyright of others? 
 

Answer: It depends. 
  

● How do you want your work to be used?  
What is it that you want out of this experience? 

● Do you want others to be able to use it? 
● Do you want to commercialize it? 
● Do you want attribution? 

 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/  

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/


Trends in Higher Education 

●Article level and alternative metrics 
●New library services 
●All things “open” 

●Access 
●Data 
●Education 
●Scholarship creation 
●Social networking tools 

●Funder mandates 
●Data management 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Continuing Partnerships 

Promote Open Access initiatives 
 

Provide expertise on metadata, 
author rights, usage rights, digital 
fluency, and more 
 

Provide education and workshops 
 

Share our work with others 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other institutions interested in our work:Cal State Poly, PomonaClayton State	University				Indiana University			Syracuse University			UCSD				UNC CharlotteCommunity College of Vermont			Johnson & Wales University	University of Arizona		University of Delaware	University of Washington	Cornell University					Purdue University			UCLA					UNC Chapel Hill		Worcester Polytech Institute																															Edmonds Community College			Rice University			UC Merced		Georgia State UniversityGrand Valley State University



Strategic Planning 

●Alignment with institution priorities 
●Discovery and impact  
●Community engaged teaching and 
learning 
●Openness and intellectual integrity  
●Integration and collaboration 
●Culture of evidence, demonstrated 
value 
●Destination of choice advantage 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ve been involved in a campus-wide strategic planning effort this year, begun after the arrival of our new Chancellor, Kumble Subbaswamy, who was the Provost at the University of Kentucky  prior to coming to UMass Amherst. Guiding principles of the University’s Strategic Planning include many values that can be reflected in the work that we are doing in the University Libraries. Discovery and Impact – advance the creation and discovery of knowledge that benefits society. Value of discovery – a function of the impact it can make.Engagement – produce value by learning and working cooperatively both on campus and with community – effective engagement leads to partnerships that cultivate mutually beneficial relationships built on trust, cooperation, and shared responsibilityOpenness and Integrity – committed to free and open intellectual inquiry and high standards of professional ethics and integrityIntegration and Collaboration – achieve more when purposes are aligned, efforts are coordinated.Culture of Evidence – demonstrating valueResearch Advantage – expanding and integrating undergrad research opps; graduate programs ETDs, capstones



Questions / Discussion 
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